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Darwinian or Hutchinsonian Demons

• Reproduces immediately after birth

• Lives forever

• Outcompetes everyone, everywhere

What is preventing this?





Basics: Verbal model of adaptive evolution

Darwin:

Selection on phenotype + 

Resemblance parents and offspring

=

Change



Basics: Breeders equation R = h2 S

R  :  Response to selection

h2 :  Heritability

Proportion heritable variation (additive)
Vg / Vp

S  :  Selection differential

Covariance phenotype and relative fitness 
Cov (P, w)

(Website Barry Sinervo)



Basics: Russ Lande’s model of multiple traits

One trait:  R = Vg/Vp S 

More traits: Z = G P-1 S  =  G β

Z: vector of changes in the traits

G: matrix of genetic variance and covariances

P-1: Inverse of phenotypic matrix

S: Vector of selection differentials, covariance trait and fitness

P-1 S:  Vector of selection gradient β

Estimated as multiple regression coefficients of fitness on all traits



Model:  Gaussian fitness, normal distributions



Selection gradient  

• Difference between actual mean and optimal mean

• Divided by

Width of the selection curve

Plus width of the population distribution

• Multiplied by amount of additive genetic variation gives the expected 
selection response in one generation of selection:

Z = G P-1 S  =  G β



Practical: 
Phenotypic selection in two environments

• Optimal phenotype differs

• Constraints:
• Genetic variation in traits, genetic correlation across environments

• “Costs” of plasticity

• Outcome: 
• Generalists or Specialist?

• Coexistence?

• Phenotypically plastic or not?

• Impact of population regulation on outcome? 



Selection in two environments = 
Selection on two traits

Genetic correlation across environments (e.g. due to pleiotropy):

rG = 0 :   genotype un(cor)related 

rG = 1 :   ordering of genotypes is the same in both environment

rG = 1  :  ordering reversed in the two environments



Selection per environment



Extra fitness component is plasticity is costly



Population regulation:

• HARD SELECTION:

Contribution of each environment depends 
on the mean fitness (and therefore 
phenotype) of the individuals in that 
environment.

• SOFT SELECTION:

Contribution of each environment is fixed 
and independent of adaptation to that 
environment.



Model in Excel

• Selection model based on Lande and Via & Lande
(normal distributions, infinite populations, genetic (co)variances do 
not change, Gaussian fitness curves)

• Further equations as in Van Tienderen (1997) Evolution

• Two subspecies that are reproductively isolated

• Extra: one population of finite size with drift



Setup practical, groups of 2 or 3 people

1. Understanding: play with the model and all parameters 

2. Start a project: think of hypothesis given what the model can simulate
(scenarios, genetic constraints - variability, heritability, genetic 
correlation, frequencies, difference between one / two subpopulations, 
costs of plasticity, random fluctuations, dynamics, etc

3. Get simulation data on hypothesis by running structured set of 
simulations

4. Report findings: what are the patterns and insights gained (if any)?

5. Discussion on relevance of results for empirical work (if time allows).


